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Technical data: Cabin-kit for STILL RX 20 Drive-in  
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FLK Cabin 

Cabin-kit for Drive-in construction: 
- The FLK Cabin-kit is a custom-made construction, made 

especially to be fitted on the existing safety frame of the 
forklift truck.  

- The kit consists of front- back, top and side windows and a 
special door-construction, custom made to fit onto the 
narrow Drive-in version of the STILL RX 20 forklift truck.   

 
Construction: 
- Steel plates and hardened glass.  
- Glass can be laminated as an extra security for use within 

the food industry.  
   
Coating and paint: 
- The steel construction is sandblasted 
- All joints are sealed 
- Metal plates are filled out and sanded where necessary 
- Primer and paint - approx. 100μ, min. on outside surfaces. 

Painted RAL 9006 silver.  
 
Inner coating and noise insulation: 
- Metalplates upholstered with 4-24 mm soft grey luxury fabric 
- Shape sewn cover for the battery hood made of noise-

absorbing felt-mat with grey nappa outer surface 

Other specifications: 
- 1 metal door with gas cylinder and greasable hinges  
- Door can be locked  
- Window wiper, front 

Glass: 
- Windows green tinted, and mounted in rubber-lists  
- Sliding windows in door and side can be opened and locked 

in different positions. 
 Frontwindow 6 mm hardened securityglass 
 Backwindow 6 mm hardened securityglass 
 Door sliding window 5 mm hardened securityglass 
 Topwindows 3 mm clear polycarbonate  
 
Options (not included in standard-price): 
- Camera for blind angles 
- Extra LED-lights 
- Window wiper, back 
- Extra lamination of windows for use in the food industry 
- Map-reading lamp 
- Door hinged on rear part of safetry frame (as on pictures) 
- Glass protection-bars on sides 
- Interior mirror 
- Longer front-window (constructive change, for better sight) 
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Note: The model showed on these pictures has a longer front window, due to a modification. This modification is optional. FLK Cabin does not provide new CE-marking 


